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Attibo (a-tee-bow)
Attibo is a mobile software development
company founded in 2010 by Susan
Gardiner Bourlier.

History:
Beginnings
Attibo’s first apps were designed to help small, local, and independent businesses
leverage the power of mobile in a space typically dominated by bigger players.
Recent
Their current project, a dynamic digital photo frame app called ‘LiveFrame’, was
conceived around the same time as the founder’s first child. There was no digital frame
on the market that could easily and affordably bring together images from multiple
sources – so the team at Attibo decided to create it themselves.
Team:
Susan Gardiner Bourlier, Founder, Design and Marketing
Susan Gardiner Bourlier studied Architecture at Carleton University, completing her
Bachelors degree in 2004 and her Masters degree in 2006, before working for several
years in a small design office. She has worked as a professional artist, a dog-walker,
manager of a small business, and a stay-at-home mom.

Eric Bourlier, Software Development
Eric Bourlier has over ten years experience as a software programmer. He received his
Bachelor of Computer Science from Carleton University in 2004, and has worked on a
variety of projects in the field ever since.
Contact:
Inquiries
susan.bourlier@attibo.com
Twitter
@liveframeapp
Facebook
facebook.com/liveframeapp
Web
www.liveframeapp.com
Key Features:

Collect and assemble photos from multiple sources to view in your photo frame:
• Log in to Facebook, Flickr, and Instagram accounts to access photos and albums
from you and your contacts.
• Search for and add individual Flickr and Instagram users – no accounts required.
• Add photos and albums from your own devices.
• Add unlimited contacts to your photo source list.
Curate your digital photo frame:
• Stay current by selecting a time period: most recent day, week, or month (great
when family and friends use different networks to share their photos!).
• Relive photos from the last year at the touch of a button (perfect for a birthday or
New Years’ party).
• Or select specific users and albums to customize your frame.
Other:
• Supports Apple AirPlay: turn your big screen into the largest digital photo frame
on the market.
• Control photo display duration (show each image for 1 sec up to 30 min).
• Automatically check for new photos that have been uploaded.
• Works in landscape or portrait orientation.
• Displays description and source of the current photo.
• Lock screen disabled (optional) so that photos can play continuously.
• Works while your iPad is charging (and when it’s not!)

